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We explicitly obtain, for K(x, y) totally positive, a best choice of functions 
u1 ,..., u,, and u1 ,..., u, for the problem min,i,vi u: ui 1 K(x, y) - CL, ui(x) 
ui(y)l dyp dx)*lP, where ui E Lp[O, 11, z+ E L1[O, 11, i = I,..., n, and p E [I, to]. 
We show that an optimal choice is determined by certain sections K(x, &),..., 
K(x, &,), and K(T, , y),..., K(T, , y) of the kernel K. We also determine the n- 
widths, both in the sense of Kolmogorov and of Gel’fand, and identify optimal 
subspaces, for the set X,,, = {Jf (xl = d_, &i(x) + .I-: K(x, Y) h(y) dy, 
(4 ,..*, a,) E R, II h &, Q l}, as a subset of L*[O, 11, with eitherp = co and q E [l, cc], 
or p E [l, co] and q = 1, where {k,(x) ,..., k,(x), K(x, y)} satisfy certain restric- 
tions. A particular example is the ball L%?,, = {f:f(r-” abs. cont. on [O, 11, 
I/f (‘) I19 < 1) in the Sobolev space. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Our main motivation for this work is the classical result of Schmidt [I 11 (see 
also Courant and Hilbert [l, p. 1611) concerning the best approximation of 
an integral operator by finite rank operators. His problem begins with a real- 
valued kernel K(x, v) in L2 of the unit square 10, I] x [0, 11. The Schmidt 
numbers of the associated integral operator 
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are defined as the eigenvalues of the operator K7’K (K’(.x-, y) K(.I,. xl. the 
transpose of K) given-by 
KTKqbi 1 A,& , i -~: 1, 2 ,.... 
with 
and 
(+i , $j> = jol 4j(x) h(x) d.v = Si, , i,.i 
The Hilbert-Schmidt decomposition of K(x, y) is 
K(x, Y> =x f #i(s) MY) a.e.. 
i=l 
where C/Q = K& . 
I, 2,.... 
(1.2) 
E. Schmidt proved that the best mean square approximation to K(x, y) on 
the square [0, I] x [0, l] by functions of the form 
is obtained by simply truncating the sum (1.2) after the nth term and the error 
of approximation is (Cz+I hj)lj2. In other words, 
= j1 j1 1 K(x, Y> - i &.(x> MY);~ dx 4 0 0 i=l 
This result, in the language of operator theory, states that for the trace norm 
on the class of Hilbert-Schmidt operators (1. l), given by 
1’2, 
the best rank n approximation to K is 
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It is remarkable that this extremal property of the series (1.2) also remains 
true when we give K the usual operator norm defined by 
I/f II2 = (Ji I f(x)l’ dx)‘i2. The fact that K, is the best rank n approximation 
to Kin the operator norm as well, is a familiar result on s-numbers of compact 
operators on Hilbert spaces, see Pietsch [9]. For the possibility of other 
choices of best rank n approximations to Kin the operator norm see [4]. 
The problem of approximating real-valued functions K(x, u) in various 
norms by sums of products of (real-valued) functions of one variable (see 
(1.3)) and its relationship to n-widths is the subject of this paper. In Section 2, 
we solve this problem for mean approximation 
’ I K / 1.1 = 
ss 
1 / K(x, y)l dx dy. 
0 0 
We find that a best choice of functions ui ,..., u, , and vi >..., v, is deter- 
mined by certain sections K(x, ti) ,..., K(x, t,) and K(T, , y) ,..., K(T, , y) of 
the kernel K, provided that K is a nondegenerate totally positive kernel. This 
result includes the case announced earlier in [7]. 
In Section 3, we consider the n-widths of certain subsets of L*. In partic- 
ular, for the Sobolev space Wvr defined by 
Y-1 
WpT = f : f(x) = C a$ + &p jol (X - JJ);p’f’r’(JJ) &, t j&J 
(a,, a, ,..., a,-,) E R’, IIf II9 < a L 
we compute the n-width in the sense of Kolmogorov and Gel’fand and 
identify optimal subspaces for the set 
27 T,9 = Wf E wDr, IIP) IIP < 11 
considered as a subset of L’J[O, l] with either p = cc and q E [I, co], or 
p E [1, co] and q = 1. Recall that the Kolmogorov n-width is defined by 
where 1, is any n-dimensional inear subspace of LQ[O, 11, and the Gel’fand 
n-width is defined by 
W%. 9 ; L*[O, 11) = inf SUP llf lip ,
L” f=@r.d% 
where L, is any subspace of Lp[O, I] of codimension n. 
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In Section 4, we return to a discussion of the 2-dimensional approximation 
problem considered in Section 2, but for mixed (LS L4) norms. Lower bounds 
for the error are given in terms of certain Kolmogorov n-widths of the 
integral operator (1.1). The results of Section 3 allow us to show that these 
lower bounds are sometimes attained. In particular, under the assumptions 
of Section 2 on the kernel K, we are able to obtain a best choice of functions 
u1 ,..., u, and vl ,..., v, for the problem 
where ui E P[O, 11, vi E Ll[O, 11, i = l,..., 12, p E (1, io]. As in Section 2, an 
optimal choice is determined by certain sections K(x, [&..., K(x, 5,) and 
K(T,, Y),..., K(7n 3 Y ) of the kernel K. The results of this section extend those 
discussed in Section 2. 
2. MEAN APPROXIMATION 
In this section we find 
&lW) = p: s,l s,i i K(x, Y)- i dx) du)l dx dy, (2.1) 
i=l 
where the minimum is taken over Ui , vi E Ll[O, 11, i = l,..., n, and identify 
an optimal choice of functions for a certain class of kernels K. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A real-valued kernel K(x, JJ) defined and continuous on 
[0, 1] x [0, I] is called totally positive if all its Fredholm minors 
are nonnegative for 0 < s1 < ... -C s,,, < 1, 0 < tI < .*. < t, < 1, and all 
m 3 1. 
Our first theorem below requires a condition on K(x, y) which is stronger 
than total positivity. This theorem deals with an extremum problem whose 
solution is guaranteed in a closed simplex. However, we wish to assert that 
the extremum actually lies within the interior of the simplex. Thus to avoid 
the possibility that it occurs on the boundary of the simplex we require K 
to be nondegenerate totally positive. Before defining this requirement on K, 
let us state the theorem. 
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To this end we define, A, = {s: s = (.sl ,..., S& 0 = s,, < s1 < ... < s, < 
&a+1 = I}, the step function 
h,(x) = (-l)i, si < x < si+l , i == 0, I ,..., n, 
THEOREM 2.1. Let K be a nondegenerate otally positive kernel. Given any 
n > 1, there exists a 5 E A, , such that for any t E A, , 
Moreover, KhE has exactly n distinct zeros in (0, 1) at 71 ,..., 7, , with T = 
(71 ,..‘> T,) CA, and 
sgn Kh, = h, , (2.2) 
sgn KTh, = he . (2.3) 
(When KhE or KTh, are zero in (2.2) or (2.3) we assign a value to the sgn so 
that the equations are valid.) 
The proof of this theorem requires information on the number of zeros of 
the function Kht . The basic fact needed is the following lemma (see [5, 6, 81 
for similar results.) 
LEMMA 2.1. Let K be a totally positive kernel and t E A, , be given. If Kht 
vanishes at s E A, , then for any x E [0, l] either (- I)i (KhJ(x) > 0, where 
si < x < &+1 , for some i, 0 < i < m, or the functions K(s, , y) ,..., K(s, , y), 
K(x, y) are linearly dependent on [0, I]. 
Proof. If x E [0, l]\{,s, ..., s,} and si < x < s~+~ for some i, 0 < i < m, 
and K(s, , y) ,..., K(si , y), K(x, y), K(s,+, , y) ,..., K(s, , y) are linearly in- 
dependent then there exist nontrivial constants 01~ ,..., 01,+~ such that 
~“~(-l)j+l > 0,j = 1,2 ,..., m + 1, and the function 
satisfies (-I)< u(y) > 0, ti ,( y < ti+l , i = 0, l,..., m. This fact is proven by 
“smoothing” the kernel K so that the functions K(s, , y),..., K(si , y), K(x, 
Y),..., K(s, , y) form a complete Chebyshev system. We will not go into the 
details of this standard technique. Let us observe that the function u(y) is 
nontrivial by virtue of the linear independence of K(s, , y),..., K(si , y), 
K(x, Y),..., K(sm , Y>. 
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We use the function U(J)) as follows: 
q&h,)(x) ==z q(Kh,)(s,) + ... 1~ ‘:q(Kh,)(s,) + xiel(Kh,)(s) 
~_ . . . i- ~%?+lwt)(&J 
Thus the lemma is proven. 
The relationship of the zeros of Kh, to linear dependence as expressed 
above, leads us to 
DEFINITION 2.2. A totally positive kernel K is called nondegenerate 
totally positive on [0, l] provided that 
1. For every m > 1 and every choice of t-point, t E A,,, , and s-point 
s E&, , the sets of function {K(s, , y) ,..., K(s,, , y)>, {K(x, t,) ,..., K(x, t,)} are 
linearly independent on [0, I 1. 
2. For every m 3 0 and every choice of t-point and s-point, as above, 
one of the four sets of functions {K(O, y), K(s, , y) ,..., K(& , y)}, {K(s, , y) ,..., 
K(s,, , Y), KU, Y>>, Mx, O>, KG, tJ,...> K(x, &A>, W(x, h),..., K(x, L>, KG, 1)) 
is linearly independent. 
Note that whenever K is nondegenerate totally positive then so is KT. The 
kernel K(x, t) = (x - t)rl, r > 2, is nondegenerate totally positive, see [12]. 
However, the totally positive kernel 
K(x, t) = x(1 - t), O<x<t, 
== t(1 - x), t<x<l, (2.4) 
is not because it vanishes everywhere on the boundary of the unit square and 
hence Property 2 is not satisfied. Property 2 is needed to insure that zeros of 
Kh, occurring at the ends of the interval [0, l] may be taken into considera- 
tion. Property 1, which holds for (2.4), is insufficient for this purpose. 
We draw the following conclusion from Lemma 2.1 which is necessary in 
the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let K be a nondegenerate totally positive kernel. Then for 
every n 3 0 and t-point, t E A,, , the function Kh, has at most n zeros in (0, 1). 
If Kht has exactly n zeros at s E A,, then 
(i) these zeros are sign changes, 
(ii) the orientation of Kh, is governed by the equation sgn Kh, = h, , 
(iii) at least one of the numbers (Kh,)(O), (Kh,)(l), (KTh,)(O), (K*hS)(l) is 
not zero. 
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We are now ready to prove the theorem. 
Proof. The minimum of the continuous function F(t, ,..., t,) = I/ Kh, Ill is 
achieved on the closed simplex 0 < t, < ... < t, < 1. Hence there are 
valuesO<5,<...<5,<1,O~p,<n,suchthatIIKh,II,,(IjKh,II,for 
all t = (tl ,... , t,). We claim that p = n. To prove this we observe that by 
Lemma 2.2, Kh, has at most p distinct zeros in (0, 1). Hence F is a differenti- 
able function and by the optimality of Khf we have 
0 = &F(tl ,..., tp)lt=5 == 2(-l)l-‘-l j1 sgn(Kh,)(x) K(x, et) dx, 
Z 0 
I == I)...) p. (2.5) 
Let 0 < or < ... < r, < I,0 :< m <p, denote the location of the sign 
changes of Kh, , and let p be a sign, ,u2 = 1, such that &Kh,)(x) h,.(x) 2 0, 
x E [O, 11, 7 = (71 )...) 7,). Then upon simplification (2.5) reads (KTh,)(cJ 
=: 0, i = 1 ,.,., p, and so Lemma 2.2 implies p < m. We conclude that 
p = m and again by Lemma 2.2, sgn Kk, = h, and sgn KTh, = ht. We will 
now prove that p = n. The idea is to show that if p < n then (Kk,)(O) = 
(Kh,)(l) = (K’h,)(O) = (K=h,)(l) = 0 which contradicts Lemma 2.2. Let us 
deal with the left hand endpoint as the argument for the right hand endpoint 
is similar. By Lemma 2.2 we know that (Kh,)(O) 3 0 and (KTh,)(0) 3 0. Now, 
ifp < n then for all E, 0 < E < f1 , 
! -’ I( dx = J’%, ,..., 5,) 0 
= i1 IVW(.-d - 2 jo' Ktx, Y) dv 1 dx. (2.6) 
The function P,(x) = (Kh,)(x) - 2 Ji K(x, y) dy has, by Lemma 2.2, at most 
p + 1 zeros. Furthermore, for E small, P, has p sign changes near the sign 
changes of &h,)(x) and slightly to the left of the first sign change of Kh, , P, 
is positive (because Kh, begins positively). Now, if P, has no more zeros in 
(0, l), then sgn P, = h,(,) , for some 0 < T,(C) < ... < T,(E) <: 1 and TV ---f 
7i as E + Of. Thus 
2;(~, & ,..., 4,) = jol kdWM4 - 2 joE W&c,)(y) 4 
< jol I(KM4 dx - 2 j' W=hdv) dy 0 
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For E sufficiently small, K7-lr,(,)( J,) ; ’ 0,O < J’ I t. This inequality contradict\ 
(2.6) and we conclude that P, has exactly one more zero in (0, 1). Moreover, 
since P, : -KI%~(~J where f(e) =- (E, f1 ,..., ep), Lemma 2.2 implies that this 
zero is a sign change, that it must be the first sign change of P, and to the left 
of it P, is negative in (0, 1). Hence we conclude that for E small, P(0: E) . . . 0. 
Thus (Kh,)(O) < 0 and so it follows that (K/z,)(O) : 0. Returning to (2.6) we 
have by an easy computation 
0 b: h,; E -‘(F(c, I$, . . . . . f,,) - F(& )..., 4,)) 2~ -2(K%,)(O), 
whence we conclude (Kl‘h,)(O) = 0. We now apply the above analysis to the 
right hand endpoint to obtain (K/z,)(l) ==: (KTh,)(l) = 0. This contradicts 
Lemma 2.2 and the theorem is proven. 
Let us remark, that if K is totally positive and only Property I of Defini- 
tion 2.2 is satisfied, then we may show that p defined above is 2: n - 1. This 
is accomplished by comparing F(f, ,..., 5,) to I?(‘(E - E, [ + t, e, ,..., [,) for 
any t, 0 < [ < f1 and E sufficiently small. 
The following corollary, although not explicitly used in the solution of the 
mean approximation problem (2.1), is an expression of the symmetry of 
Theorem 2.1 under replacement of K by KT. 
COROLLARY 2.1. Let 7 = (T, ,..., T,,) be the r-point de$ned by Theorem 2.1. 
Then 
‘1 KTh, /il < ‘1 KTh, 11, 
for every s E A, . 
Proof: Given any s E A, there then exists a t E A,, , such that (Kh,)(sJ ==: 0, 
i = I, 2 ,..., n, see [8]. 
Hence by Lemma 2.2, sgn Kh, = h, and by the optimality of f = (tl . . . . . E,) 
given by Theorem 2.1, we have 
II KTh, Ill = (K’h, , h,) = I; Kh, Ii1 
d II K/Q 111 = (A,, KU = WThs, hi) 
< // KTh, If1 . 
To proceed further we require one final lemma (see [S, 6, 81 for similar 
results). 
LEMMA 2.3. Let T = (TV ,..., T,), e = (El ,..., <,) be defined by Theorem 2.1. 
Then 
K (;: ;:::: ;I) > 0. 
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that there exist nontrivial constants 
IX~ ,..., CX:, such that the function U(X) = xrE, uciK(x, ti) vanishes at ~~ ,..., T, . 
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There exists a z E (0, 1) such that u(z) # 0. Thus for some constant c, 
Kh, - cu vanishes at TV ,..., r, , z. Let u(y) be a nontrivial function, V(V) = 
&K(T, , y) - ... -t ,&K(T~ , y) + Pn+J(z, y) such that (-lY u(y) 3 0, 
fi ,( y < fiL1 , i = 0, l,..., n. Hence 
This contradiction proves the lemma. 
We are now prepared to state and prove the main theorem of the section. 
To this end, observe that the function 
may be expressed as 
where 
cij = (-l)i+~‘K ! 
(2.7) 
Therefore, 
11 
< 
fi 
) E(s, y)l dx dJ. (2.8) 
‘0 0 
Actually, we have 
THEOREM 2.2. If K is a nondegenerate totally positive kernel and E,,,(K) is 
as deJined in (2. I), then 
E,,,(K) = f’ j1 / E(x, y)l d.y dy = 1’ Kh$jl, 
‘0 0 
= j’ j1 1 K(x, y) - i Q(x) Q(y)1 d,\ dy, 
0 0 i=l 
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where &U(X) --- K(x, &) and Ci”(J.) -:~- c:‘, CijK(Ti , 4’), i :: I...., II> and rhe 
{fi>:, (~3: are as defined in Theorem 2.1. 
Proof. By the Hobby-Rice theorem [2], we know that given any II 
functions II~ ,..., 2;, E Ll[O, I] there exists a t ~fl?, , 0 < k < n, such that 
.t dv) hi(y) dy =- 0, i = 1, 2 ,..., n. Let h(x, y) = h,(y) sgn(KhJ(x). Then for 
u1 )...) u, E Ll[O, 11, 
*’ i/ Kh, II1 :g 
! 
l(Kh,)(x)/ ds 
0 
K(x, J-) - i ui(x) z+(y) h(x, y) dx dJs 
i=l 
< f’ j-l 1 K(x, y) - -f ui(x) ~+(.v)j dx dy. 
‘0 0 i-1 
Thus, since u1 ,..., 11, , zll ,..., c, were arbitrarily chosen in Ll[O, 11, we have 
Also, we have, in view of (2.2) (2.3) and (2.7) 
l ss ’ / E(x, y)l dx dz 0 0 
11 =i r E(x, J> 44 h,(y) dx 4 0 "0 
;I s1 (KM.4 k(x) dx - c c,j(KTh7)(~i)(Khe)(Ti) 
0 f,i 
’ = 1 I(Kh,)(x)’ dx = jl Kh, j:l , ‘0 
which together with (2.8) finishes the proof. 
This theorem states that the best approximation in the mean on the 
square [0, I] x [0, I] may be accomplished by interpolating K(x, y) with 
the sections K(T~ , y), K(x, fj) at (TV , &), i, j = I ,..., n. 
The condition of nondegenerate total positivity was imposed so as to 
insure that 0 < t1 < ... < 5, < 1, and 0 < or < ... < V-, < 1. However, 
if K(x, y) is only totally positive on [0, l] x [O, 11, and if there exist 0 < x1 < 
. ..<x.,(landO,(y,<.~.<y,<lssuchthat 
Kt 
x1 )...) x, 
! >o Yl >...> Y7‘ 
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(if not, then E,,,(K) = 0), then by “smoothing” K(x, JJ), both with respect 
to x and y, it is possible to prove that E,,,(K) = 11 Hz, Ill, where as 
in Theorem 2.1, II Kh6 II1 = info,,+,,,,<l II Kh III. 
Specifically, the method of smoothing we have in mind replaces K(x, y) by 
where 
1 
G,(x, v) = ~ “(241/Z exp [- ;(-)2], E > 0. 
Then K, is strictly totally positive (because G, is) and thus certainly satisfies 
the hypotheses of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2. Since K, converges to K as E J. 0, 
the above assertion follows directly. 
In the remainder of the paper we will show the relationship of the previous 
problem, as well as a general version of it for mixed (P, L’J) norms (see 
Section 4), to certain Gel’fand and Kolmogorov widths. As these results on 
widths are of independent interest we devote the next section to their discus- 
sion. 
3. WIDTHS 
In this section we compute exactly the Kolmogorov and Gel’fand widths 
and identify optimal subspaces for certain subsets of ,P[O, I], 1 <p < co. 
The norm offs Lp is denoted by ilfll, and p’ is used to denote the conjugate 
exponent defined by l/p + l/p’ = 1. 
We begin by recalling the definition of Kolmogorov and Gel’fand IZ- 
widths. Let X be a normed linear space, 2I a subset of X, and X, any n- 
dimensional linear subspace of X. Then, the n-width of ‘9I relative to X, in the 
sense of Kolmogorov, is defined to be 
and X, is called an optimal subspace for (II provided that 
The n-width of 91 relative to X, in the sense of Gel’fand, is defined as 
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where L, is any subspace of X of codimension II. If 
d”(?l ; A’) sup s . 
\tsnL, 
then L, is an optimal subspace for the Gel’fand n-width of VI. 
Our sets have the following form. Given functions k,(x),..., k,.(x) defined 
and continuous on [0, 11, and a kernel K(s, y) jointly continuous in s, y E 
[0, I], we define 
The prototype of this class of sets is the choice k,(x) = xj-r, j = I,..., r and 
K(x, y) = (I/(r - I)!)(x - y)L-‘. In this case Y,,, is simply the ball 
gT,$, = {J‘: fcr-l) abs. cont., jlf(r) /j9 < I>. (3.2) 
In the general case, we will consider XT,, as a subset of L*[O, I] for some 
q, 1 < q < co, and as such compute its Kolmogorov and Gel’fand n-widths 
when certain addition hypotheses are satisfied. 
For our purposes, in Section 4, where we study mixed (L”, L”) approxima- 
tion to K(x, y) by functions of the form (1.3), we will only need the results of 
this section when r = 0. However, for the sake of (3.2) we deal here with 
r > 0 as well and require that the following properties hold. 
is non-negative for any points 0 < II1 < ... < JIIrL < 1, 0 < si < . ‘. < 
X r+ln < 1 and integer m > 0. Furthermore, we require that for any given 
y-point 0 < y, < ... < ym < 1 (x-point, 0 < x1 < ... < I,+, < 1) the above 
determinant is not identically zero for all x-points (y-points). 
11. {k,(~)}~=~, is a Chebyshev system on (0, I), i.e., for any 0 < sr < 
.” < x, < I, 
K 
i 
.\‘I ) , x,. 
i l,...,r / 
> 0. 
In particular, when r = 0, Property I implies that K is a nondegenerate 
totally positive kernel since Property I above implies that the functions 
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Gl , Y>,..*, K(xm , y), K(1, r) are linearly independent on [0, 11. This 
property is more restrictive than the requirement of nondegenerate total 
positivity and we could relax the hypotheses I and II somewhat in what 
follows. However, for us it is important that these properties hold for the 
special case (3.2), see [12], and they shall always be assumed to hold in this 
section. 
3.1. Kolmogorov n-width, p = cx), 1 < q < oc, 
Our objective is to find 
The computation of the n-width when q = cc was done in [5] and so we 
here restrict ourselves to considering q < co. 
We introduce the class 
where Ql = [k, ,..., k,.]([fi ,..., fin] = the linear space spanned by fi ,..., fm>. 
A typical element of 9, will be denoted by P or by Pt . Thus if Pt E 9, , then 
Pt = k + Kht for some k E Q,. . 
THEOREM 3.1. Given integers m, r 3 0 and a number q, 1 < q < 00, then 
there exists 5 E A, and k E QT such that P;” = k + Kh, satisfies 
(3.3) 
for every P E gk, . Moreover, P$ has exactly m $- r simple zeros in (0, 1) at 
0 < r1 < **a < T,+, < 1 and hence 
sgn P:(x) = (- 1)’ h,(x), (3.4) 
en (1’ I Pi+Y$lg-1 h,(x) K(x, Y) d”) = (-I>’ h,(y), (3.5) 
0 
and 
I o1 / P:(x)I’-l h,(x) ki(x) dx = 0, i=l ,..., r. (3.6) 
Note that when r = 0, q = 1, and m = n, this theorem reduces to 
Theorem 2.1. The proof of the general case follows the proof of Theorem 2.1 
with only slight modifications. The details require the following generalized 
versions of Lemma 2.2. 
640/24/1-s 
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LEMMA 3.1. For given m, r > 0, P E Ym has at most m + r zeros in (0, I ). 
If P has exactly m + r zeros at s E Am+7 , then these zeros are sign changes, 
the orientation of P is governed by the equation sgn P = (-l)r /I,* , and 
P(1) f 0. 
Proof. Let P == k + Kh, , k E QV , t E A,,, Assume P has at least r zeros 
(otherwise there is nothing to prove) and let s = (sr ,..., s,), 0 -=z sr c: ... K 
s, < 1. Then it foliows that P =-: Jh, , where J(x, y) is the compound kernel 
Now, the kernel .?(x, y) = (-l)‘h,(x) J(x, y) is totally positive, because 
Sylvester’s determinant identity tells us that if 0 < x1 < ... < x1 ,< 1, 
0 <yl < ... < yL < 1, then 
where 0 < z1 < +.* ==z z l+r < 1 are the points of the set {sl ,..., s, , x1 ,,.., xS 
arranged in increasing order. (Note that .?(si , y) E 0, i = l,..., r.) Now, if P 
also vanishes at 0 < s,+~ < ... < s,+, < 1, (say s, < s,+& then it follows 
directly from Lemma 2.1 and Property I that (- l>i (Jh,)(x) > 0 for x E 
(s,+i, s,+i+d, i = L..., m, (J&>(l) # 0, and @h,)(x) > 0 for x E (si , siil), 
i = 0, l,..., r. These facts immediately imply the results of the lemma. 
We need another lemma similar to Lemma 3.1 which also reduces to 
Lemma 2.2 in the case r = 0. 
LEMMA 3.2. Given t E A,, and g(x) E L”[O, l] such that sgn g = h, . 
Assume that (g, ki) = 0, i = I,..., r. Then m 3 r, and KTg has at most 
m - r zeros in (0, 1). If KTg has m - r zeros at s E&,_, then the zeros are 
sign changes and sgn KTg = (- 1)’ h, . 
Proof. The fact that (g, ki) = 0, i = I,..., r, implies that g has at least r 
sign changes is a well-known result obtained from the Chebyshev property 
of (ki(x)}; . The remaining proof is quite similar to that of Lemma 2.1. 
Assume (KTg)(sJ = 0, i = I ,..., m - r. Since k,(x) ,..., k,(x), K(x, s,) ,..., 
K(x, s,-,), K(x, y) are linearly independent for y E (0, I)\(a ,..., sm--J, there 
exists a nontrivial linear combination u(x) = & aiki(x) + Cy=y’ biK(x, si) 
+ cK(x, y) such that U(X) h,(x) 2 0, x E [0, 11. Since c(KTg)(y) = (u, g) > 0, 
it follows that (KTg)(y) # 0 for y E (0, l)\(s, ,..., s,-~}. It is easily shown, by 
determining the sign of c, that sgn(KTg) = (-I)’ h, in (0, 1). 
We are now ready to prove Theorem 3.1. 
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Proof. The existence of a minimum P;” = k i- Kh,, where < = (El,..., t,), 
O<&< ... < 6, < I,0 <p < m, follows directly. Using the minimality 
oft we have that 
and 
I ’ \ P~(x)\‘-~ sgn P:(x) ki(x) dx = 0, i=l r ,***, 0 
I ’ I PF(x)i”-’ sgn P:(x) K(x, .$J dx = 0, 
i = l,...,p. 
0 
Let 0 < 71 < ... -=c 71 -C 1,l 3 r, be the location of the sign changes of P,* 
on (0, 1). Then according to Lemma 3.1, I < p + r, while Lemma 3.2 implies 
that I 2 p + r. Thus 1 = r + p and by Lemma 3.2, sgn Pz = (-l)T h, . 
Moreover, if p -C m then the function PC(,) , f(c) == (tl ,..., [, , 1 - C) may be 
compared to PC* for E small and positive to show, as in the proof of Theorem 
2.1, that P:(l) = 0, This conclusion contradicts Lemma 3.1 and hence 
p = m. 
We now turn to the computation of the Kolmogorov n-width of Xr,, . 
Let r and q be as given, and apply Theorem 3.1 for each n > r with m = 
n - r, to obtain points 0 -C El < ... < t,-, <: 1, 0 < 71 < .‘. < r, < 1 
and a function P: which satisfies (3.3)-(3.6). Since Pz plays a distinguished 
role in computing the n-width of XV,, we give it the special designation 
g,,,,,(x). We will also use the notation glL(x) for g,,7,a(x) suppressing its 
dependence on r and q. In addition, we define the n-dimensional subspace 
xn” = k ,..., k, 3 KC., &L.., KC.3 L)l. 
THEOREM 3.2. 
&(x^,m ;Eqo, 11) = co, n < r, 
= II gn I/P 3 n 2 r, 
andfor n > r, X,O is an optimal subspace for the n-width of XT,, . 
Proof. Since the subspace Q,. spanned by k, ,..., k, is contained in XV,, , 
the n-width of x^,,, , when n < r, must be co. Now, suppose n > r. We will 
first prove that 11 g, ljq is a lower bound for the n-width. We proceed as 
follows: The only n-dimensional subspaces in contention for approximating 
XT,m are those which contain QT. Let X, be such a subspace and assume for 
the moment hat q > 1. Let X, be spanned by the functions k, ,..., k, , u1 ,..., 
un-, * 
For every z = (zl ,..., z,-,+1) with CyIt” zc = 1, we define to(z) = 0, 
t<(z) = Gil, zj2, i = 1, 2 ,..., n - r + 1 and f,(y) = f(v; z) = sgn zj , for tj-l(z) 
< y < t&), j = 1, 2 )..., n - r + 1. Note that f,(y) = &h,(y) for some 
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s E fl, , 0 < k < n - r. Moreover, fz(y, -z) ~~~ -j-(1’, z) for all z and 1’. 
(This particular odd embedding of the surface of the n - r t 1 sphere into 
the set of extreme points of the unit ball in L” is used in [IO] to simplify the 
proof of the Hobby-Rice theorem [2].) 
The function Kfi has a unique best approximation in L*[O, l] from the 
subspace X, (because 1 < q < co) which we denote by 
Thus the mapping (zl ,..., z,-,+J ---f @J(z),..., Pn&z)) is a continuous odd 
mapping defined on the n - r + 1 sphere S”-’ = (z : CyLl” zi2 = l}. 
Hence, by the Borsuk Antipodality Theorem (cf. [3]), there is a z0 E F-r for 
which fii(zO) = 0, i = 1, 2,..., n - r. Moreover, by the definition of g, we 
have 
for every function v E X, . Letting q +l+wehave,forallq,l <q<cc 
Since X, was chosen arbitrarily we obtain the desired conclusion, 
The proof of the upper bound for the n-width requires 
LEMMA 3.3. Let 0 < f1 < ... < f,-, < 1, 0 < r1 < e.1 < r, < 1, be the 
points given by Theorem 3.1 corresponding to g, . Then 
( 71, . . K I,..., r, 5, . 27, )...) t,-, 1 > O. 
The proof of this lemma is similar to the proof of Lemma 2.3. We omit the 
details (see [5, 6, 81 for related results). Using this lemma we define the 
unique linear interpolation operator S from C[O, l] onto X,O by the condition 
that 
CV>(TJ = f(~d, i=l ,..., n. 
We shall show that supfez,,, llf- VII, < II g, /Iv and since 
&(K,m ; Ln to, 11) G suPfczo, ra lif- S’ll, , this will prove the theorem. 
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To this end, observe that iffF XT,, has the representationf = k + Kh for 
some k E Qr and ]I h !loc < 1 then 
,K ;‘, 
f(x) - W)(x) = J-o 
( Y-.-T 
. . . A.X) 
r, 4, ,..., En-, , Y 
K I,..., t 
71, . . . ,711 
1 
h(Y) dY. 
r, tl ,..., En-, 
Therefore 
71, . . . ;,‘“,I; )I I,..., r,tl ,..., 
( ;:.r.: in: 1 ;, s; ,.:., 
4 
1 
=s s 
i 71, . . . , 7, 1 
UY) & dx 
0 0 K l,..., r, t1 ,... . 5,-  
and because g, = P, = k + Kh, for some k E Qr 
= II g, - Sg, IIZ = II g, !i: . 
The last equality follows since gn(Ti) = 0, i = I,..., n, and hence Sg, = 0. 
Thus the theorem is proven. 
We now turn to the computation of the Gel’fand n-width of XT,, . 
3.2. Gel’fand n-width, p = co, 1 < q < a3. 
The case q = cc was done in [5]. We again assume that q < co and define, 
for n 3 r, the subspace 
L,O = {f : fE C[O, 11, f(Ti) = 0, i = 1,2 )...) n}. 
L,O is a subspace of CIO, l] and since Sf = 0, iff E L,O, the proof of Theorem 
3.2 implies that 
This inequality does not give an upper bound for the Gel’fand n-width of 
XI,,, since by definition 
d”W,cc; I.q[O, 11) = inf sup IIf I!, 2 (3.7) 
-&I f%c~X,.cc 
where the infimum is taken over all subspaces of Lq[O, l] of codimension n. 
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Clearly, L,O does not fit this requirement. However, let us “smooth” L,,” 
slightly to 
l&“(E) = j.f:.fE Lqo, 11, /iL’~,/.(.Y) Li.V -= 0, i =- 1. 2 ‘...) ,,I. 
Tt 
For E > 0, E small, define 
where 
.f(s) - (~,f)(-~) = jot R(.~, J’ : E) h(y) (I,,, 
SJ” is the unique element in X,O such that 
When c = 0, S, =: S and 1: S,,f - Sfl!, < max,,V ~ R(x, y; E) - R(x, J’; 0) 
11 h I’m . Thus 
The expression max,,, ; R(s, .r; c) - R(x, y; O)i goes to zeros as E ---f O’m and 
thus ji g, &, does provide an upper bound for d”(X,,, ; L”[O, 11). 
The fact that /j g IIn is a lower bound for the Gel’fand n-width is proven in a 
fashion similar to the proof of Theorem 3.2. The argument goes as follows: 
if L, is a subspace of codimension IZ of Lg[O, l] with SUP~~~,~~.X~,, iifii, < cc, 
then L, A Qr = (0). Thus if 
L, = {.f: fE L”[O, 11, (Ui ,.f) = 0, i = 1, . . . . n), 
where u1 . . . . . U, are linearly independent functions contained in L”‘[O, 11, 
then the matrix ((ui , kJ) has full rank r. We may assume without loss of 
generality that det((ui , kj))i,,=l ,..,, T f 0. Setting 
KG, J> k,(x) ... k,(x) (Ul 3 k,) “. (4 3 kr) 
wx, 2’) = 011 >KC.> Y>> (~1 , k,) ... (~1 , k,) : i : 
(If,, f+, J’)> (U,. : k,) ... (U, > k,) i 
. ’ 
(u, ; k,) “. (ur ) k,.) 
(3.8) 
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thenfEL,nZT,,, i.e., f = k + Kh EL, , for some k E QT , /j h /jot < 1, if 
and only if f = Nh and (Vi , h) = 0, i =r + l,..., n where vi = NTui . Now, 
by the Hobby-Rice theorem, [2], there is an h, , s = (sl ,..., sk), 0 < k < 
n - r, such that (vi , h,) = 0, i = r + l,..., n. Hence f. = k + Kh, E L, for 
some k E Qr . Therefore we conclude by the minimality property of g, that 
Since L, was an arbitrary subspace of codimension n of L’J[O, 11, we finally 
obtain 
I! g, /In = d”(~,cc ; wo, 11). 
Incidentally, we may in the proof of the lower bound allow L, to be chosen 
from the larger class of subspaces of codimension n of C[O, l] and still obtain 
the same result. Perhaps, it is best that we extend the definition of the Gel’fand 
n-width to make this remark precise. 
For a subset a of a normed linear space (X, j/ * 11) and a set i’j of linear 
functionals defined on U we let the Gel’fand n-width of a relative to X and 3 
be 
d”(ed; X, 3) = inf sup i x /I 
L, XEL, 
where L, = {x : x E LZ, Fix = 0, i = l,..., n} and the infimum is taken over 
all FI ,..., F, E 3. Tf 3 = X* (norm dual of X) then from our previous defini- 
tion 
d”(@ X, X*) = d”(@; X). 
Thus we may conveniently summarize our previous remarks in 
THEOREM 3.3. 
d”(xr,,; L*[O, 11) = d?l(x.,,; Lq[O, 11, C*[O, 11) = co, n < r, 
II gn /In > n 3 r, 
and for n 3 r, L,O is an optimal subspace (of C*[O, 11) for the Gel’fand n- 
width of XT,, . 
3.3. Kolmogorov n-width, 1 <p < 03, q = 1 
The case p = 1 was previously done in [6]. Although p = co was done in 
Section 3.1 the following discussion also holds in this case. Thus we assume 
1 < p < co. For this problem we need 
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THEOREM 3.4. Given any n, I’ M’ith n ;> r and p, 1 -< p 2:: X, there exists 
an 7 E A, such that for any t E A, satisfying the condition 
(k, , h,) =: 0, i = I ,..., r, (3.9) 
we have 
‘1 KTh, Ill,, < I! K7.h, lint . (3.10) 
Moreover, t = v satisjes (3.9) and Kl‘h, has exactly n - r distinct zeros in 
(0, 1) at [ EA,_, . Hence 
sgn KTh, =z (- 1)’ h, . 
The proof of this theorem is similar to the proofs of Theorems 2.1 and 3. I. 
We omit the details. 
We are now ready to compute n-widths. Let us first define 
and 
Xnl = [k, ,..., k, , KC.5 id,..., K(., L-J1 
L,1={f:fEC[0,1],f(qi)==0,i=1,2 ,..., n}. 
THEOREM 3.5. 
dn(%,,; LW, 11) = 03, n < r, 
= I/ KTh, !lD,, n 2 r, 
andfor n > r, X,l is an optimal subspace for the n-width of ST,, . 
Proof. We first prove the lower bound. Let X, be any n-dimensional 
subspace of L1[O, l] such that 6(x7,,; X,) < co. Then Q, C X,, and by the 
Hobby-Rice Theorem there exists a t E A,, 0 < k < n, such that the norm 
one linear functional F(J~) = (J), h,) annihilates X, . Thus we conclude that 
and keeping in mind that Qr C X, this simplifies to 
SC%,,; XJ 3 Ii KTht llB, 
2 /I K=h, /I/. 
The arbitrariness of X, implies that the desired lower bound is valid. 
The reverse inequality requires 
LEMMA 3.4. 
K(y:, . . . ’ y > 0. 
r, 5, ,..., L-, 
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The proof of this lemma is similar to that of Lemma 2.3 (see [5, 6, 81 for 
similar results). Therefore we may define an interpolation operator 
T: C[O, I] ---f X,l by the conditions 
m)(%> =fh>, i = l,..., n. 
Then as in Theorem 3.2, iff = k + Kh, k E QT , jj h jlz) < 1, we have 
f(x) - Km) = 
and 
sup 1l.f - Tfll, 
fEX,*, 
Since (k, , h,) = 0, i = l,..., r, and (K(*, &), h,) == 0, i = 1, 2 ,..., n - r, the 
above simplifies to 
Thus 
4dK. pi LW, 11) = sup Ilf- rfll, = II KTh, lip, . 
fEXv.9 
Finally, we have 
3.4. Gel’fand n-width, 1 <p < co, q = 1 
Again p = 1 was done in [6] while p = 00 is included in Subsection 3.2. 
We assume here that 1 < p < CCI. 
THEOREM 3.6. 
d”W,n; LW, 11) = ~0, n < r, 
= II KTh, IIa, 3 n 2 r, 
andfor n 2 r, L,l is an optimal subspace for the n-width of X,,, . 
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Actually (see the proof of Theorem 3.3) L,,’ is a “nearly” optimal subspace. 
Proof. The upper bound 
follows from the proof of Theorem 3.5. 
For the lower bound, we let L, be any subspace of finite codimension n of 
P[O, l] such that SUP~~~,~X~,~ ‘lfilr < co. Hence 
L, :_ {f : j-E Ll[O, 11, (z/i ,f) = 0, i L= l,...) n] 
for some linearly independent functions u1 ,..., U, E L”[O, I]. Let N(x, y) be 
as defined in (3.8) and set vi = N’ui . The lower bound argument given in 
Section 3.1 may be modified to prove that there is an s = (sl ,..., ~3, 0 < k 
< II, such that (ki , h,) = 0, i =-- I ,..., r, and 
To accomplish this, let fi(x) be as in Section 3.1 for z E S’” =: {z = (zr ,..., 
z,+~): 2::. zi2 = I}. For 1 <p’ < co, let ~,+r(z),..., an(z) be the unique 
coefficients in the best L”’ approximation to KTf, from the subspace spanned 
by v,.,l >..., C, . We define an odd, continuous mapping of S” into R* by 
z -+ ((k, ,fi) ,..., (k, ,fJ, 01,.+~(z) ,..., a,(z)) and again apply the Borsuk 
Antipodality Theorem and obtain a zU E S” for which (kj ,fJ = 0, i = I,..., 
r, ai = 0, i = r + I ,..., n. Then h, m-7 :!,f, serves our purpose. 
Since the best L”’ approximation to KTh, by the subspace spanned by 
v,+~ ,..., ZJ, is zero, we necessarily have the orthogonality relations (g, vi) = 0, 
i = r + l,..., n where g = sgn KTh, / K’h,? I O’-l. Let IV = g/Ii g &, . Then 
M’ E L”[O, l] with 11 IV IID = 1 and f0 : - NE% E L,, n x.,, (see the discussion 
in Section 3.2). Hence 
and because (ki , h,) = 0, i = I,..., r, we have 
Letting p’ + I+- completes the proof. 
As was indicated, the prototype for the class of sets considered in this 
section is kj(x) = xi-l, ,j = I,..., r and K(x, v) = (1 /(r - I) !)(x - y),“’ since, 
in this case, X,,, is simply a ball of the Sobolev space. We specialize below 
the results of this section for this specific class of functions. 
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DEFINITION. A perfect spline on [0, I] of degree r with m knots {,$i}&, 
0 z= (0 < (1 < ..’ < 5, < &.+I = 1, is any function P(x) of the form 
P(x) = ‘2 aixi + c 2 (- l)j iy'i' (X - y);-l dy', 
i=O j=O 3 
where, as usual, x+* = x7 if x > 0, and zero otherwise. 
Let Pm denote the class of perfect splines of degree r with at most m knots 
with ~ P)(M)’ = 1 a.e. on [0, 11, and let Qm = {P : P G 9m , P(i)(O) = 
P(i)(l) = 0, i = 0, l)..., r - l}. Theorems 3.1 and 3.4 reduce to the following 
COROLLARY 3.1. Let 1 < p < 00, and P,z,D E 9m be any perfect spline 
which attains minPEB, j/ P /ID . Then P,,z, has m distinct knots in (0, I), and 
exactly m + Y zeros in (0, l), each one a sign change. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let 1 <p < a~ and m 2 r, and let Q,,, E Qm be any 
perfect spline which attains min,,cm 11 Q /ID. Then Qnt,, has m distinct knots in 
(0, 1) and exactly m - r zeros in (0, I), each one a sign change. 
Let .g V,D = {f:f+l) abs. cont., IIf@) \I9 < l}. Then from Theorems 3.2 
and 3.3 we have 
COROLLARY 3.3. For 1 < q < co, 
dnW’,,m; L’J[O, I]) = dn(.g7,m; Ln[O, I]) = x), n < r, 
IIP- II ?t T,a Q 9 n 3 r, 
and for n > r, 
(i) X,O = [I, x ,..., x7-l, (x - c&;-‘,..., (x - tn-r)T1], where the (~i}~:~ 
are the knots of P,_,,, , is an optimal subspace for the n-width d,, . 
(ii) L,O = {f: f E C[O, l],f(~~) = 0, i = l,..., n>, where the (T~}:=~ are 
the sign changes of P,_,,, , is an optimal subspace for the n-width d”. 
From Theorems 3.5 and 3.6, we have 
COROLLARY 3.4. For 1 <p < co, 
d,(.Br,,; L1[O, I]) = d”(%?y,,; Ll[O, I]) = 00, n < r, 
II Qn.,, IID,, n 3 r, 
where 1 /p L I/p’ = 1, andfor n 3 r 
(i) Xnl = [I, x ,..., Y-l, (x - &)y’,..., (x - <n-r)y’], where the {ii>&” 
are the sign changes of Qn,b,, is an optimal subspace for the n-width d,, . 
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(ii) L,’ m== {f:f~ C[O, 11, f(vJ = 0, i -= l,..., n], where {~~};2=~ are the 
knots of Qn,,,, is an optimal subspace for the n-width dn. 
Note that by setting q = I in Corollary 3.3 and p = co in Corollary 3.4, 
it follows that II P,-,,, Ill = /I Qn,I !!r and the knots of P,_,_, may be taken as 
the sign changes of Qn,l and vice versa. 
4. MIXED (Lp,Lq) NORMS 
Let 
IK ~ P,Y - (s,’ (il 1 K(x, y)l” dy)“, dx)“’ 
where 1 <p < co, 1 ,( q < m. If q = 03 and/or p = co, then the usual 
definitions apply. We use, as before, the pairing (u, U) = ji U(X) u(v) dy for 
u E LP, v E LD,, l/p + I/p’ = 1. 
We study 
where 
C”i 0 vj)(x~ .Y> = ui(X) z'j(.p), 
and shall make use of the results of Section 3 with r = 0. For convenience, 
ZO, ~ shall be denoted by X, . Thus 
Also, let 
XDT = {K=h : j/ h lln < I]-. 
THEOREM 4.1. ~@Wfi,~; -WA 111, A,(~.$; LW, 11)) < E,“,,(K). 
Before proving this theorem let us observe that the above n-widths, when 
n = 0, are given by 
d&G; L’[O, I]) = d,,(%;; L’[O, 11) 
= SUP Ii Kh !lp 
llh’l,,<l 
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The right-hand side is the operator norm of K as an integral operator acting 
on La’[O, l] into P[O, I]. Now, by HGlder’s inequality, for h E LQ’[O, 11, 
g E LP’[O, l] 
Thus since 
we have 
II K IID a G I K 1p.a = G,a(K) 
which proves the theorem for 12 = 0. 
Now, for general n we prove the theorem by returning to (4.2) to see that 
for u1 ,..., 24, E Lqo, I], 271 ,...) v, E LQ[O, l] 
Thus we have 
11 Kh - i h(Vt 3 h)Il 
i=l 
G I K - $ ui 0 Vi III a II h llal 
Z=l 
and 
The first inequality implies that 
UK, ; L” LO, 1 I) G G,a(K), 
while the second gives 
Therefore Theorem 4.1 is proven for all n. 
It is hardly surprising that this inequality is not always sharp. The basic 
comparison (4.2) between Ij K\&,* and I K jDeQ relies on two applications of 
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Hiilder’s inequality which certainly eliminates, for all but special choices of 
p, 4 and kernels K(x, u), equality from occurring. A particularly striking 
example of this occurrence is the casep :-. 4 :~- 2. We have already mentioned 
that E. Schmidt showed that 
However, the lower bound from Theorem 4.1 is merely 
A?;’ = d,(x..; L2[0, I]) = d&q’; LZIO, 11). 
Neverheless, we have 
THEOREM 4.2, Let K be a nondegenerate totally positive kernel. Then for 
anyn>O,l <p<c0 
dn(Xz; L"[O, 11) = cl,(X>; L'[O, 11) = E;,,(K). 
Moreover, 
where 
and L ,.-, L , r1 ,..., 7, are obtained from the function g,,,,, given in 
Theorem 3.2 where r = 0 and q is replaced by p. Furthermore, (u?(x)}; and 
{via(y)}:, as defined in Theorem 2.2 with respect to the above {fi>;” and (ri}T, 
are an optimal choice in the solution of (4.1). 
Let us observe that for any kernel !! K ljC,l = / K /ao,l. Thus when p = a\, 
the above theorem is proved in [5]. Note however, that forp < cc, I/ K 1/9,1 is
not always equal to I K ln,l. 
Proof. At this point, we have accumulated sufficient information on 
widths so as to facilitate the proof of this result. We observe that for 1 < p 
<Co 
= (f: (I IO1 E(x, Y> h,(y) 4) I)ydx)llp. 
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Furthermore, since 0 = g,,,,,(Ti) = si K(T~ , v) h,(y) dy, i = 1, 2 ,..., IZ, we 
have 
= II g,,,,, ilD .
We now incoke Theorem 3.2 for r = 0, and q replaced by p to conclude that 
&(Xc; LWO, 11) = II gn,o,, l/2, . H ence equality is achieved in Theorem 4.1 
and, in addition, d,(XP?; L1[O, 11) < I/ g,,o,9 /ID . 
.However, from Theorem 3.5 (with I = 0, p replaced by p’, and K by KT), 
it follows that 
This last equality follows from the definition of I/ g,,,,, j12, . 
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